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WITH THE BRITISH AT SALERNO

From FRANK GILLARD for Combined British press

Salerno

Sunday l2

There have been no spectacular developments on this front in the last

twenty-four hours* Enemy resistance is still extremely strong, but British

troops of the Fifth Army are holding firm against the Germans. All the

time our strength is being built up steadily but it is clear that the Germans

were well prepared to meet us on these beaches.

Some of their defence positions which have been overrun in the last few

days have shown every sign of labour and preparation well in advance. Under

those circumstances we have every reason to be satisfied with the progress
made so far. The more seizing of a bridgehead in face of such organised
resistance was a major success, we must realize that it may take some days
for us to consolidate our positions before we are able to put in a further

attack. meanwhile contact between the various landing forces in the city

of Salerno is being steadily improved and there is now free movement between

British troops and the American forces*

The German tactics in meeting our assault are most interesting. Enemy

troops in this neighbourhood seem to have been organised in small task forces#

Each force consists of an infantry troop, tanks and small supporting arms.

They are very mobile and specialize in rapid harassing attacks on our

positions. The procedure often is that a few tanks try to worm a. way in between

our troops in an attempt to divert attention from the area immediately ahead.

If they succeed in making our man face about they then make stronger moves in

to attack our troops in the rear. This is all very clever but you cannot work

a trick like that very often and we arc wise to it now.

Just north of Salerno the German troops have put in a strong attack. T

as in that neighbourhood an hour or so ago and things were pretty hot. The

Germans were using multiple mortars and we were relying on artillery and naval

gunfire,

Clearly the enemy in this area is going to resist stubbornly.
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